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from trend to
MOVEMENT
Athleisure is becoming more than just a term
defining activewear. Athleisure is a lifestyle

movement.

73% of consumers prioritize health and fitness,1
signaling a cultural shift in the way people are
dressing, eating, and moving. The rise of Athleisure is
paving the way for new players – across fashion,
food, and technology – who are ready to make their

mark on the movement.

In this repor t,Trendalytics outlines everything you
need to know about Athleisure and why it’s here

to stay.

1 “The Health & Wellness Market is the Next Trillion Dollar Industry,” Kerri Krom, Women’s Marketing, 2014

taking OVER

athleisure has grown into a $270 billion market1 and is predicted to
grow 23% in the next 10 years2

ath·lei·sure (n):

The Athleisure movement captured so much attention that Merriam Webster officially added the term to the
dictionary in November 2015. Athleisure is defined as “casual clothing — like yoga pants, sweat pants, and hoodies
— designed to be worn both for exercising and for doing (almost) everything else.”

athleisure domination
Total # of Searches

The Athleisure movement shows no
signs of slowing down. Consumers spent
$300 billion on over 2,000 athleisure and
activewear related products in the past
three years.3 Online searches for the
term “athleisure” have increased more
than 250% since 2015.

U.S. e-commerce websites carry over
110,000 unique skus of men’s and
women’s activewear apparel alone.
These products generate an average
of over 780K searches per week.4
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“Athletic Lifestyles Keep Apparel Sales Healthy,” Morgan Stanley Analysts, Morgan Stanley, 2015
“Athleisure is Winning the Lifestyle Marketing Game,” Ann D’Adamo, Women’s Marketing, 2015
“Lululemon, Nike and the Rise of ‘Athleisure,’” Greg Petro, Forbes, 2015
Based on Trendalytics analysis of select terms

brands to KNOW

from the household names to the new kids on the block, all the cool
brands are doing it

established
In just ten years, Lululemon grew from a $149
million company with only 40 stores to a $9
billion company with over 300 stores
worldwide.1 The brand is maximizing marketing
efforts for the 2016 Rio Olympics, including its
first “team” endorsement of the Canadian
beach volleyball team.2
Existing fashion brands like Tory Burch, Victoria’s
Secret, and Paul Smith have introduced their
own respective activewear lines - Tory Sport,
VS Sport, and Paul Smith 531.
Even older brands, like Mavi Jeans, are
attempting to revive marketplace relevance with
new athleisure collections. Fila collaborated
with Urban Outfitters on an exclusive
activewear line.

emerging
New brands like Carbon38, Sweaty Betty, and Outdoor Voices have garnered the attention of consumers and
investors.

In the past year, Sweaty Betty
raised its net worth 27% with fun
and feminine prints.3
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Outdoor Voices raised over $7M
in funding to bring the activewear
brand mainstream.4

Lululemon Athletica Ratio Report, Morningstar, 2016
“How Lululemon Is Competing at the Rio Olympics,” John Kell, Fortune, 2016
Sweaty Betty Holdings, Endole, 2016
“Activewear Startup Outdoor Voices Raises $7 Million,” Lora Kolodny, The Wall Street Journal, 2015
“The Secret To This High-End Athleisure Site’s Success,” Alexandra Ilyashov, Refinery29, 2015

Carbon38 raised $5 million in
funding in its first two years.5

activewear 101
what products are consumers shopping for?

Sports bras have been a major category of growth, with
search volume averaging 100K per week in the last 6
months, up 15% to last year. Consumers are increasingly
opting for seamless, breathable sports bras over
conventional, restricting underwire bras.

Weekly searches for
sports bras are 31x
more than searches
for yoga tops

yoga tops

Total # of Searches

sports bras

sports bras

Consumers value the functionality and comfort of sports
bras and spend time researching fits and styles online.
Weekly searches for sports bras are 31x more than
searches for yoga tops, while sports bras are also
mentioned 73x more in social posts than yoga tops.
Brands are also recognizing the category’s popularity.
There are 45% more sports bras available to purchase
online than there are yoga tops. Teen retailer Forever
21 carries more sports bras than Under Armour, Adidas,
and Reebok combined. Popular design elements include
back cutouts, mesh, and fun prints.

sneakers
Searches for sneakers have increased 18% in the last year. “IT” girls are embracing sneakers of all types, including the
Adidas Stan Smith. Following Stan Smith collaborations with Pharrell Williams and Colette, searches for the brand
have exploded 380% since 2014. This increase was boosted by social buzz around the sneaker, with over 17M social
actions on 8,000 influencer posts in the past two years. With this success, Adidas and Kate Moss are now relaunching
the Gazelle as the next “IT” sneaker. The sneaker trend has also made its way into the high-end designer market, with
luxury brands like Balenciaga and Fendi debuting sneakers priced as high as $1,500 on the runway.

social BUZZ

how are brands interacting with consumers online?

branded #hashtag campaigns
#iwill

#PowerOfShe

Under Armour’s hashtag
campaign motivated
consumers to go after
what they want. Backed
by ballerina Misty
Copeland, model Gisele
Bundchen, and other top
influencers, the #iwill
campaign helped the brand
become the second most
valuable sportswear brand
after Nike in 2014.1

Women unite! Athleta’s
#PowerOfShe hashtag
campaign encourages
women and girls to create
a community of supportive
sisters who stand together.
The campaign represents
the brand’s first venture
into television, with over
28K views and 20K
influencer posts on social
media since May 2016.

live content
Media platforms like YouTube
attract consumers with engaging
lifestyle videos.

SB30DaySweat
Sweaty Betty’s 30-minute workout
videos under its 30 Day Sweat
Challenge hashtag and workout
campaign have been watched
more than 15,000 times.

midas touch

train like an angel

Nike received 20 million views in
just a few weeks for its first viral
video, “Touch of Gold”, through
Nike Football.

Thanks to YouTube, it’s now possible to achieve the impossible Victoria’s
Secret model measurements. In 2014, Victoria's Secret released workout
videos revealing models’ fitness regimens and encouraging viewers to
#trainlikeanangel. The social movement served as a reliable lifestyle
resource for consumers to re-visit, amassing over 12M social actions in
the last year.

1 “Adidas Slips Behind Under Armour in U.S.,” Sara Germano, The Wall Street Journal, 2014

influencer IMPACT

how are influencers changing the game?

kayla

With over 11 million followers on social media, Instagram fitness sensation
Kayla Itsines had 40% more post engagement in the last 30 days than
Adidas and Nike combined.

kylie
In the past year, Puma’s average posts received 20K likes and comments. Puma posts featuring celebrity Kylie
Jenner received 25% more engagement.

alexis
Posts featuring Instagram-famous
model Alexis Ren have boosted
Bandier’s consumer engagement by
748%.

power COUPLES
influencer and brand collaborations boost sales and net worth as
consumers seek out these trendy lines

4%

Rihanna increased Puma’s net
worth by 4% with Fenty, the
singer’s athleisure collaboration that
debuted in Spring 2016.1

12%

Kanye West’s Yeezy Boost
sneakers boosted Adidas’ sales by
12%.2 Adidas and West plan to
extend the success into a full line,
“adidas + KANYE WEST,” the
biggest partnership Adidas has ever
launched with a non-athlete.

25%

Slam dunk! NBA legend LeBron
James raised Nike sales 25% with his
sneaker collection.3 James recently
signed a lifetime partnership with
the brand to facilitate future
collaborations.

50%

Beyoncé’s athleisure line, Ivy Park,
accumulated more social actions on
social media than both Rolex and
VS Pink. The entertainer’s brand
increased Topshop’s Instagram
engagement by 50% on posts
showcasing her line.

260%

Dancer Julianne Hough’s Spring
2016 collaboration with MPG
elevated the brand’s post
engagement over 260%.

1 “Rihanna Helps Drive Puma Net Up 4% in Q1,” Paulina Szmydke, WWD Magazine, 2016
2 “Adidas says Kanye West collaboration has ‘elevated brand perception,’” Thomas Hobbs, Marketing Week, 2016
3 Matt Powell, SportsOneSource, 2014

clean EATS

the athleisure movement is changing what and how consumers eat

fast food

natural ingredients

Ordering in doesn’t mean sacrificing health. The
inception of healthy on-demand and meal delivery
services like Maple, Sprig, and Sakara is giving new
meaning to the definition of eating in.

Brands are reevaluating the chemical composition of
foods and eliminating harmful additives and preservatives
as consumers become more conscious of what they put
in their bodies.

Nutritious fast casual options like Sweetgreen and by CHLOE
are trending in hip metropolitan neighborhoods, with
consumers lining up out the door for healthy meals.

Kind grew sales 12X in 2
years by promoting
ingredients consumers ”can
see & pronounce.”2

Haagen Dazs re-launched a
campaign for its vanilla ice
cream that only consists of
5 ingredients.

health benefits

superfood evolution

Consumers are supplementing their diets with
ingestible beauty and juice detoxes. West coast chain
Pressed Juicery has 3x more followers on Instagram
than national burger chain Carl’s Jr.

Consumers are searching for superfoods like matcha, which
averages 109K searches per week. Superfoods and
nutritious ingredients have also worked their way into
recipes for typically unhealthy foods, such as chips and ice
cream.

Vitamin producer and distributor Olly generated more than
$1 million in sales during the first two weeks of its release at
1,800 Target stores.1

1 “Olly has built a breakout brand in a crowded space: Here’s how,” Connie Loizos, TechCrunch, 2016
2. “Why Kind bars are suddenly everywhere,” Caroline Fairchild, Fortune, 2014

fit & FABULOUS

fitness trends evoke elite social status and breed cult followings

the new social club
Trending topics like #fitfam emphasize the
socialness of fitness. In young, hip cities like New
York and Los Angeles, fitness classes are replacing
cocktail bars as post-work hang out spots. Many
fitness programs even host seasonal pop-up
studios in vacation hotspots, indicating high
consumer demand.
Consumers associate fitness trends with the cool
celebrities and socialites who do them. They buy
into the exclusivity to take part in a trendy,
communal, and energizing experience and to feel
accepted into the cool club.

fitness trends
Consumers are actively seeking out specialty
fitness classes with yoga, pilates, and piyo,
which generate a n average 225K online
searches per week.

Brand Engagement

SoulCycle (435K followers)

Walmart (34M followers)

Fitness studios such as SoulCycle, TRX,
Equinox, and Pure Barre each have more than
300K fans on social media. While Walmart
boasts more than 34M followers, SoulCycle
secures 4x more engagement on social posts.
SoulCycle attracts elite riders willing to spend
$34 on a 45-minute class. The studio maintains
an 85% retention rate among its posh
clientele,1 which includes numerous celebrity
devotees.

1 “Here’s How SoulCycle Keeps Customers Paying $34 For A Cycling Class,” Alison Griswold, Business Insider, 2013

geek CHIC

wearable technology will be worth $34 billion by 2020 as
consumers seek stylish ways to monitor their fitness and health1

smart beauty

Athleisure is changing the way consumers think
about beauty and skincare. L'Oréal uses
stretchable electronics in its “My UV Patch,” an
adhesive monitor that tracks sun exposure.
Birchbox’s gym-friendly beauty brand, Arrow, is
designed to enhance the wearer’s natural beauty
during and after physical activity.

innovation labs
Activewear brands such as Lululemon and Nike
are using labs to test and create the next
generation of athleisure products. In 2016, Under
Armour’s innovation lab (the Lighthouse)
produced the first sneaker with a 3D-printed
midsole. The UA Architech sold out in 19
minutes.2

wearable tech
Wearable technology is evolving and taking the
form of shirts and tattoos. Ralph Lauren’s
PoloTech shirt is embedded with sensors that
track the wearer’s health data. Software firm
Chaotic Moon Studios is developing a sensory
tech tattoo that uses electroconductive ink to
monitor vital body signs.

1 CCS Insight, 2016
2 “Under Armour Turns On the Lights at New Lighthouse Facility,” Deborah Weinswig, Fung Global Retail &
Technology, 2016

key TAKEAWAYS
athleisure has evolved from a fashion trend to a movement that is
changing the way we live

what can you do now?

1
2

identify assortment opportunities
Use Trendalytics to assess the market, identify whitespace opportunities,
and maximize product assortment for your brand. Adapt athleisure in a
way that fits your brand’s DNA and resonates with your core customer.

communicate smarter
The Internet has empowered consumers with unlimited knowledge and
resources. As consumers become smarter, products must adapt. Appeal to
consumer lifestyle, and outline product benefits as they are relevant to food,
fitness, or technology.

3

curate content that moves

4

embrace the new ambassadors

Lifestyle content resonates with consumers. Post content that showcases
activity and movement. Carbon38 witnessed 70% sell-through rates on
products when fitness pros were featured in active poses, compared to
30% using models in passive positions.1 Craft thoughtful campaigns around
consumers’ overall behaviors and habits. Be their authority source of
information that leaves them coming back for more.

Collaborations and endorsements don’t have to come from the top
athletes. Influencers outside the expected norm, including fitness
instructors, celebrities, and fashion bloggers, are interesting and relatable
to consumers.

1 “The Secret To This High-End Athleisure Site’s Success,” Alexandra Ilyashov, Refinery29, 2015

Trendalytics is a product intelligence
platform that surfaces what consumers
want today and tomorrow.
Unlike other solutions,Trendalytics
aggregates and analyzes patterns across
social media, online searches and SKU data.
Dynamic insights are gathered at the
product category, classification and SKU
level to support decisions on assortment
planning, product pricing and tracking
promotional activity and marketing based
on consumer shopping patterns.
Our clients include leading department
stores, mass retailers, global brands, and
rapidly growing e-commerce sites that
represent over $90B in retail sales.
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RECENT & UPCOMING APPEARANCES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WWD Digital
Shoptalk
SXSW Retail Innovation Lounge
SXSW NY Fashion Tech Lab
NRF Microsoft Showcase
Keynote speaker at Strata + Hadoop World
Fashion Digital New York
NACDS Total Store Expo (August 2016)
CEW Beauty Insider Series (October 2016)

NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•

Wall Street Journal Startup of the Year Top 10 Finalist
Future of Retail Disruptors Top 5 Finalist, sponsored by
Simon Property Group & Decoded
Enterprise & Smart Data Finalist for SXSW Accelerator
Fashion Tech Forum Founders of the Future Semi Finalist
Selected by retail executives to join the inaugural class of
the New York Fashion Tech Lab

